













Designs for Reader Manipulation in Detective Fictions
OKITA Tomoko
Summary: In recent decades, the primary concern in narrative stylistics has entered a new phase; from 
?linguistic features in the text? into ?cognitive and pragmatic features around the text.? The extension 
from text to context develops a further inquiry into the interaction between text and reader.  This paper 
aims to explore how the author of narrative fi ctions rhetorically designs the text and, on the other hand, 
how readers interpret it by inference, cognitively and pragmatically.  More specifi cally taking the case 
of detective fi ctions by Agatha Christie, designs for reader manipulation, paying particular attention to 
fairness, will be detected, through unnarration, disnarration, misdirection, distraction and also attraction, 






























?????????????????????????an effect produced in, by and through the 





what is told?????????????????????narrative discourse; how the story is 
told????????????????Herman?1999: 2-3????????????????
???????narrative???????????????????????????????




??linguistic features in the text????????????????????????cognitive 
and pragmatic features around the text???????????????????????????
???????????????????????????point of view?????????

















1? The complex weaving and interplay between strands, perspectives, and narrative voices . . , 
forms a key focus in contemporary narrative stylistics, a focus which can be subsumed under 
the umbrella term point of view. 
Simpson?????????????????????????????????????
??part of the system of language which allows speakers to attach expressions of belief, attitude and 
obligation to what they say or narrate: 295??????????????modal framework??
?????????????????????????????????????????





2? Overall, in this type of modal framework, the psychological persona of the character-
narrator comes to the force, evidenced through their attempt to draw inferences from external 

























3?   ?How I wish I had been with you,? I said with deep regret.  
   ?I too,? said Poirot.  ?Your experience would have been invaluable to me.? 
    I looked at him sideways.  As a result of long habit, I distrust his compliments, but he 
appeared perfectly serious. ?P: 1?
?????????????????????????????????????????













????????????He agreed.??????????????????Narrative Report 
of Speech Act: NRSA??????????Indirect Speech: IS?????????Free Indirect 
Speech: FIS???????Direct Speech: DS?????????Free Direct Speech: FDS?????
?????norm??????????????DS??????????????????She 
decided.??????????????????Narrative Report of Thought Act: NRTA?????
?????Indirect Thought: IT?????????Free Indirect Thought: FIT???????Direct 
Thought: DT?????????Free Direct Thought: FDT?????????????????
????? IT????Leech & Short?20072: 276????????????????
 Norm
 
 Speech presentation: NRSA IS FIS DS FDS











5? ?Why did he come?? I asked.
 ??To see me, of course.  
?
He said that knowing my brother so well, he hoped he might be 
permitted to make the acquaintance of his charming sister?
?
your charming sister, I’ve got 
mixed up, but know what I mean.?
 ??What did he talk about?? I asked.
 ?
?
?He told me a lot about himself and his cases.  You know that Prince Paul of Mauretania?
the one who’s just married a dancer?? ?A: 122?
















???????????????????how narrators can be unreliable with respect to facts/







6? Whereas the fi rst two categories [i.e., the unnarratable and the unnarrated] cover all the events 
that happen in the world represented but are, for any number of reasons, unmentionable or 
unmentioned, the category that most concerns me here and that I will call disnarrated covers 
all the events that do not happen though they could have had are nonetheless referred to ?in a 
negative or hypothetical mode? by the narrative text.
?????????????Simpson?2010: 299?????????????????????
????????????????coherence??????????????????
7? The essential point is simply that not all narrative acts need to be related because readers can 































8? ?Oh! Well?I’m glad to hear Nick didn’t invent the whole things.  She’s the most heaven-sent 


















9? A: Do you want some coffee?



































?Jeffries & McIntyre ?2010: 126????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????




11? Fictional point of view, by the standard of authorial omniscience, can be regarded as a selective 







12? The disnarrated can, moreover, help to create suspense and to articulate the narrative in 
?????????
hermeneutic terms ?in detective novels, for instance, the possible solutions and false solutions 
it introduces are contrasted with the real ones? . . : the disnarrated or choices not made, roads 
not taken, possibilities not actualized, goals not reached.











































13? ?Now Ackroyd is essentially pig-headed.  The more you urge him to do a thing, the more 
determined he is not to do it. 
?
All my arguments were in vain.
 ?
?
The letter had been brought in at twenty minutes to nine.  It was just on ten minutes to nine 
when I left him, the letter still unread.  I hesitated with my hand on the door handle, looking 
back and wondering if there was anything I had left undone.  
?
I could think of nothing.  With a 
shake of the head I passed out and closed the door behind me.
 ?
?
I was startled by seeing the fi gure of Parker close at hand.  He looked embarrassed, and it 
occurred to me that he might have been listening at the door.  What a fat, smug, oily face the 









14? ?I am rather pleased with myself as a writer.  What could be neater, for instance, than the 
following: 
?
?The letters were brought in at twenty minutes to nine. It was just on ten minutes 
to nine when I left him, the letter still unread. I hesitated with my hand on the door handle, 
looking back and wondering if there was anything I had left undone.?
?????????
 ?All true, you see.?But suppose I had put a row of stars after the first sentence!  Would 






















????????He looked, it occurred to me, ??????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????
?????????I must admit that it gave me a shock to run into Parker just outside the door: 254??
??????????????????????????????????
15? ?When I looked round the room from the door, I was quite satisfi ed. 
?
Nothing had been left 
undone. 
?
The dictaphone was on the table by the window, timed to go off at nine-thirty ?the 
mechanism of that little device was rather clever?based on the principle of an alarm clock?, 






?????????????13??All my arguments were in vain??????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????
???????wondering if there was anything I had left undone????????FDS????
??15????Nothing had been left undone.???? ‘ I ’ ?????????????????





































16? ??You mustn’t touch that,? I said sharply.  ?Go at once to the telephone and ring up the police 
station.  Inform them of what has happened. Then tell Mr. Raymond and Major Blunt.?
 ??Very good, sir.? Parker hurried away, still wiping his perspiring brow.
 ?
?
I did what little had to be done. 
?
I was careful not to disturb the position of the body, and 
not to handle the dagger at all.  No object was to be attained by moving it.  Ackroyd had clearly 
been dead some little time.  ?A: 52-53?
??????????????????????????????????????????






17? ?Then later, when the body was discovered, and I had sent Parker to telephone for the police, 
what a judicious use of words: ?
?
I did what little had to be done!? ?It was quite little–just to 
shove the dictaphone into my bag and push back the chair against the wall in its proper place. 
I never dreamed that Parker would have noticed that chair. Logically, he ought to have been so 































???????????????????????????????To tell the truth????
??????????????????????
18? Mrs. Ferrars died on the night of the 16th-17th September?a Thursday. I was sent for at eight 
o’clock on the morning of Friday the 17th.  There was nothing to be done.  She had been dead 
some hours.
 ?It was just a minutes after nine when I reached home once more. . . . 
?
To tell the truth, I 
was considerably upset and worried.  
?
I am not going to pretend that at that moment I foresaw 
the events of the next few weeks.  I emphatically did not do so.  
?
But my instinct told me that 
there were stirring times ahead. ?A: 1?
?????????????????????????? ‘ I ’ ??????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????
?????????












??????? ‘ I ’ ??20?????????????????21?26??????????
???????????????????
?17????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????? ‘ I ’ ?????????????????????
19? ?He was silent for a moment.  It was as though he had laid a spell upon the room. 
?
I cannot 
try to describe the impression his words produced.  There was something in the merciless 
analysis, and the ruthless power of vision which struck fear into both of us.  ?A: 185?
????? 23????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????237?????????????????????
?20???????????????????‘ I ’ ???????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
20? ?Eh bien,? he said, ?I congratulate you?on your modesty!?
 ??Oh!? I said, rather taken aback.
 ??And on your reticence,? he added.
 ?I said ?Oh!? again.
 ??Not so did Hastings write,? continued my friend. ?On every page, many, many times was 
the word ? I.? What he thought?what he did.  But you?you have kept your personality in the 
background; only once or twice does it obtrude?in scenes of home life, shall we say??
 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
 ?Poirot laid his jesting manner aside. ?A very meticulous and accurate account,? he said 
kindly.  ?You have recorded all the facts faithfully and exactly?though you have shown 
?????????????????? ??
yourself becoming reticent as to your own share in them.? ?A: 228-229?
?26?????????????????????????I should suggest that you fi nish that 
very interesting manuscript of yours?but abandoning your former reticence.?: 252??????????
????????????????????????????????27?????Five A.M. 
I am very tired?but I have fi nished my task. My arm aches from writing: 253?????? ‘ I ’ ???
????????????? ‘ I ’ ???????????????????????????
????????20????? 6???????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????? ‘ I ’ ?????????






??????????????????????????????????? ‘ I ’ ??????













21? For the cognitive stylistician, these cognitive-rethorical misdirections provide an indication 
of the ways in which readers’ attention may be manipulated by persuasively upgrading and 
































22? Finally, it is argued that the perception of point of view varies with reading experience?s?, and 
so productive use can be made of interpretative paradigms that account for readers’ reactions 
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